
Jobs easily handled include:
• All types of fabric liners such as knit, silk, cotton, hemp and so on.
• Interior materials 

such as carpet and 
curtains.

• Thin vinyls, leathers, 
or even car seats.

ONE MOVING BLADE & ONE FIXED BLADE 
1507054A Acu-Cutter 350 $316.80 ea. 

Foam Queen Cutter
The Acu-Cutter 350 Foam Cutter is 
lightweight and easy to use. The flexible 
blade can easily handle sharp corners. 
Cutting T or L shaped cushions is a 
breeze with this durable saw. You no 
longer need to fear shaping cushions 
for chair backs or dining room formal 
seating. This saw can help you tackle  
any shape.

Uses a detachable, low profile base with 
Delrin glide rollers for a smooth cutting 
surface. The Acu-Cutter base can be 
removed to produce precise angle cuts 
or sculpting.

Powered by a 4.5 amp Black & Decker JS 500 jig saw motor*,  
with variable speed switch with locking mechanism for hold or 
release use.

Saw comes fully assembled “ready to use out of the box”,  
plug in and go. All replacement parts are sold separately and in 
stock for same day shipping.

The Acu-Cutter 350-8” saw has been on the market for over  
15 years. Customers love the versatility and reasonable pricing. 
They easily slice through polyfoam and foam rubber materials 
with quality precision. However, this saw is not built for cutting 
styrofoam.

Acu-Cutter products are perfect for quick and accurate foam 
slicing. Say goodbye to sore arms and destroyed foam. Investing 
in a high quality foam cutter will improve your efficiency and 
give you professional results.

DUAL BLADES – RECIPROCATING
1507045A Acu-Cutter 500 $397.50 ea. 

Foam Cutter Dual Moving 8” Blades
The Acu-Cutter 500 Foam Cutter is  
lightweight and easy to use. The flexible  
blade can easily handle sharp corners.  
Cutting T or L shaped cushions is a breeze  
with this durable saw. You no longer need  
to fear shaping cushions for chair backs or  
auto upholstery. This saw can help you  
tackle any shape.

Uses a detachable, low profile base with  
Delrin glide rollers for a smooth cutting  
surface. The Acu-Cutter base can be  
removed to produce precise angle cuts  
or sculpting.

Powered by a 4.5 amp Black & Decker JS 500 jig saw motor*,  
with variable speed switch with locking mechanism for hold or 
release use.

Saw comes fully assembled “ready to use out of the box”, plug in 
and go.

CUTTING MACHINES

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
Call Customer Service 1 (800) 235-0888 toll free for current pricing.30

Specifications
Cutting Capacity 6mm
Blade Size 50mm Heptagonal Blade (Hexagonal, Round)
Electric Source AC 100/115v, 50/60Hz, Single
Electric Power 45W 

Machine Size Diameter of Grip - 47mm 
Total Length - 240mm

Weight (Net) 1150g (Excluding electric cord)

503K-2 “TUFFY”
1507091A Tuffy Electric Shear $323.00 ea.

Tuffy’s Unique Features Include:
• A light 1150-gram plastic body for easy handling.
• A heptagonal upper blade that with the lower blade prevents 

fabric slipping for accurate cutting of any type fabric.
• Continual sharp, clean cuts on all fabric, thick or thin.
• Simple push button starting and automatic sharpening.
• Easy operation by simply holding the switch bar gently.

Useful Applications
Tuffy adds flexibility in cutting for everyone; apparel 
manufacturers, dressmaking schools to professional tailors. Any 
type of material sample, from difficult one-piece patterns to 
layered patterns of expensive fabrics are easily cut with Tuffy.

Foam Cutters

Easy-Handling Tuffy Cloth Cutting Machine

BOSCH ACCESSORIES for Bosch Foam Cutter
Bosch foam rubber cutter motor has been discontinued 
by the manufacturer. Blades, guides and foot plates are 
still available for a limited time.
1507025A Set 8” Blades $39.14 ea.

1507026A 8” Blade Guide 76.24 ea.

1507069A Set 12” Blades 42.44 ea.

1507077A 12” Blade Guide 84.93 ea.

1507039A Foot Plate 100.98 ea.




